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AT ST. CLOUD, .MINN.

Sustained by the State for the Training of Its Teachers.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. An Advanced Course, extending through five years.
2. An Elementary Course, extendin2' through three years.
l. Elementary Course, one year.
3. Graduate Courses 2 . .A.dvaneed Course, two years.
3. Kinderg&rten Course, two years.
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The Diploma of either course is a'.State Certificate of qualification of the First Grade
good for two years. At the expiration of two years, the Diploma may be endorsed, making it
a certificate of qualification of the first grade, good for five years if an Elementary diploma,
or a Permanent Oerti:flcate if an Advanced diploma.
The demand for trained teachers in Minnesota greatly exceeds the supply. The best of
the graduates readily obtain positions at good salaries.

ADMISSION.
Graduates of High Schools and Colleges are admitted to the Gradilate Courses without
examination. Applicants holding a second-grade county certificate are admitted to theC class
without examination Applicants who do not bold a second-grade certificate must be fifteen
years of age at their nearest birthday, and to be admitted must pass a creditable examination
in Orthography, Reading, Grammar and Language, the general Geography of the world, and
Arithmetic equivalent to the demands for a second-grade certificate in these subjects. All the
advantages of the school are FREE to tho&e who pledge themselves to teach two years in the
public schools oftbe state.

EXPENSE OF LIVING IS VERY MODERATE.
Living at the Ladies' Home, including furnished room, heat, light and table board, is $3·.oo
per week. Board in private families may be had at rates ranging from $2.50 to $4 per week.
Excellent opportunities are offered for self-boarding.
Catalogues, giving full information, are mailed free to any address. Any questions will
receive prompt attention. Address the President,

GEO. R.. KLEEEERGER,
St. Clou.d.. Minn.

D

R. T. A. PATTISON,
DE:NTIST.
-+

Over Merchants National Bank

Dr. J. H. aEATY'
tton;,eopa t~ic F~1:1sida17 af}d Surgeof},
OFFICE: Corner Filth ave. and First St. South.
Hour.:. 11 to :L2 a. m. and 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m.
Sunday at residence, 400 Fifth ave. S. T el. 14-2.

§rt,_ Jlteeland #,mand

"-.

!llen!Mi. __.//

l\lcCl11re Block , 5th Ave. South .
Office hours trom 9 a. m. to s p. m.

Telephone call, Itesidencu, 80.
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GRAND CENTRAL
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WEST HOTELS.

t-lEA.TBD WITfl STBRf,/1.
. .
LI.IGt{TBO WITti ELI.ECT~ICITV.

ffllJJEDPOUS

Anyone wanting comfortable rooms at
either hotel, with or without board, satisfaction, prices and accommodation guaranteed.
Special prices made to clergymen, teachers in
public i,cbools and students at Normal.

D.S. HAYWARD,

--TO.

PROPRIETOR,
RE~lJ! CUJI?~ 81l J!IE1flJ!, lJ!JfE BE~lJ! JI1I)I~,
11rrn lJ!)IE BE~lJ.! 81l EVE1(¥lJ.!Jf l]\lG
in the meat line can be obtained at

--·

CHICAGO

KILIAN & CO.'S MEAT MARKET,
1.23 5th Avenue South.

Electric Lighted and Steam Heated,

Er. 5, BRIErHAM,

G. C. Dempies b~~:0i~;~~tstore.
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Cabinet Photos $1.fiO a Doz,

Office,~, 5th Ave. Souib.
Residence, 424 3d Ave. South.

St

For F::•~~lass Shoe Rep,,lrlng

•

CAMPBELL G~EENHOUSE,

'J'l'

Cut Flowers Always on Hand.

'W""IK:MAN.
Comer or 6th Ave. and 2d St. South.

_.

amps 25 ,e1ot1 25 e.

Funeral and Wedding Designs Made.
Corner Third avenue and 8½ Street South.
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STOP .ATTHE

MINNESOTA HOUSE.
\

Under Government Co~trol . .

The Hot Springs of Arkansas, owned and controlled by the U. S. government, are admitted to be the best medicinal springs

in the world.

The

Minneapolis & St. Louis R. R. is the
Deutsches Gast und Kosthaus.

shortest and best route.

Write for ex-

CEO. H. OVERBECK, Prop. cursion rates and particulars.
Rates: $1 per day or $3 .50 to $5 per week. Special
rates by the month made on application.

PIONEER MEAT MARKET,

A. B.

CUTTS,

·G. P. & T. A.,M. & St. L. R.R.
Minneapolis, M!nn.

JAKE TROSSEN, Prop.

113enaen 113rotbera

~ irl': Groceriest
•.• Gooo GooM ano '.!Low !Prices ...

St, <tlou~, Minn.

117 5tb R~enue Soutb,

Kansas City Beef a Specialty.
Tel • .:J'f
103 5th A.venue South • ... -lVleDOf,1.AI.tD

O'NEII.tu ......

&

PROPRIETORS OF

STUDENTS GO I
-TO-

Swanson' S

Livery and City Hack Stables.
Hacks and Rigs Famished

Steam Laundry, u you want
SWANSON & KRON, Prop's.

y:ood Work.. • • • • Low :Prices.
Special ~ates to Stude1Jt5.
West Hotel , 5th Ave. S.

St. Cloud, Minn.

011

All Occasions.

St. Cloud, Minn,

109-111 Fifth Avenue South

A good job

Done on your
-

Bicycles

Take them to -

F. J. BAKER'S - Gunstore.
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A New Spring arrival of the Finest Goods a nd Best Values.
Are you on the grand highway that leads to good fortune? Every purchase ofu s
is a steppin~ s~one nearer the goal. Every transaction is a bargain . theref~re,
a money savmg mvestment. Our NEW STOCK affords a great attrac t10n
to buyers who can appreciate superior quality in
•
-

i
;;~;t ;0~~a;·;:;:er.

Men's .. and • Boy's - Clothing,· Hats· and
Cent's - Furnishing· Coods.

Mc;;oiu~t;;•;h~e y;•~

If you want a little better article at a little lower price th•m yo11 expected to pay
a ~ ; ~;ta sq:a~e deal;~;

0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~»~»~~~~~~»~~~

FRITZ GUY, Watchmaker and Optician.
-

ALWAYS IN STOCK A LARGE LINE OF Geneva . Hamil ton, Hampoen. Rockford, Waltham, f. lgin Watches
in all sizes from seven to twenty-three jewels
Special prices a nd ea sy terms to teachers.
::
Fine Jewelry, Gold !"ens and Spectacles.
All kind s of musical instruments at the lowest prices

Pt !~9.r!1P.!'!.~
0

·

U:,rtces to Stu~ents.
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JONES ..
The Candy lV[sn
Is Pleasing All Kinds of
People These Days.
With His _ _ __

Delicious Sweets
When buying candies it is just as
cheap to get what you pay for
and not to pay foe something you
do't get. No such deals at Jones'
Experience in the business has
made it possible for him to turn
out the very choicest goods- quality being at all times a first consideration. Normal students are
cordia lly invited to call on. . .

1

JONES, Can~~Man.

We have i new set of
six elegant Headgrounds; see them in
our latest P latinos.
701 St. Germain St.

I'
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bearing on our wisest
FUTURE POLI CY.
This depends naturally largely on
the state of mind in which the American people are. Now it is a sad, but
Edltor•in -Ch iel ............... .... ..... .............. Ed. M. Gan s .
Associate Editor .. .. ... ... ..... ........ .. P. M. Magnusson. indisputable fact, that social morality
B usmess
·
M anagers ..... ... ...... .. {Paul
ey.
WaiteAshl
A.. Shoemaker.
and thought are much lower and primLocal Ed ito r ....................................... W . T . Sture.
E xchange Editor ... .... .......................... Jas . A. Petrie itive than individual ethics and opinAlumni.. ...... ............... ... .... .. .. ...... Mario n A ndrews.
ions. Be sure, therefore, that the policy finally adopted, will be accepted
Published monthly during the school year 11t the
from motives that will appear largely
State Normal school at St. Cloud.
Entered at the post office at St. Cloud as second sordid, illogical and selfish to the few
cla•a m11il matter, 18115.
that think independently. The followin g is a summary of the present condiSubscription, 50 Cts. a Year.
tion.
Single Copies, 1-::, Cents.
(a) AgreatmassofAmericans are
charmed by the sound of the words IMNOTICE.
PER IAL, COLONY, POSSESSIONS, WoRLDSubscr£bers w1·11 receive the Normali"a PowER, SUBJECT RACES, DOM INION.
until notice of di·scont£nuance
g£ven Every one of these begin with capitals
and all arrearages are pai"d.
in their minds. This is a childish but
A blue mark here (
) means that not despicable characteristic. There is
your subscrtjtz"on has exp£red.
some civic virtue in the Montara
ranchman who feels bigger because the
flag of his nation is seen by some more
savages today than yesterday, though
The Present American Problem.
he as an individual is Jett just where
CRITICISE THE GOVE RNMENT
he was. But it is an especially and
we shall not do, nor sh all we ec;say to esse ntially CH ILDISH virtue, this wordefend it. For two reasons. First, we ship of mere bulk, this desire for the
are strictly non -partisan; second, there gl itter of the bauble of dominion .
is no use in crying over sp illed milk, if H enc e let us call th is class THE BABIES.
a mistake has been made; nor, if we
( b) There is another class of perapprove, t o crow over American virtue sons, small but highly respectable, who
and wisdom before we know the end of object to every innovation. They are
it all. But we should not do our duty generally past middle age, and
as American citizens if we fai led to un- find it hard to adjust themselves to
derc;tand the present condition and its new th ings. They can no t forgiv("

ts
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America for havin g meddled with the
tyranny of Spain, eve n though every
instinct of humanity cried out for c.Jur
intervention, because, forsooth, we
have not on record that Wash in gton
and Jefferson ever advocated such
measures. Th ese have been dubbed
by an irreveren t press, THE GRANN IES.
( c) Next, we must take :1.ccount of
a small but virulent class of persons
who are so situated as to 1:>e fin ancially
benefitted by expansion. They ex pec t
to "skin the native" and make their
fortunes by exploiting the "colonies."
They are to a great extent hypocrites
and generally anxious to "take up the
white man's bur de n. " Let us ca ll these
THE PEDLARS,
(d) TH E POLTTICIANS advocate expansion or argue against it acco rding
to party direction . These try to make
a shrewd forecast of public opinion in
the layers of society and sections uf
the country that are most doubtful to
them or where they expect their increase of vote. The politicians contemplated the murder of the Cubans
by the Spaniards with perfect equanim.
ity until it became apparent that he
who refused to take up the cause of
Cuba would be elected to stay at home
at the next election. Then they tumbled over one ano ther in their eagerness to fight Spain and free Cuba. The
time-serving and vo te-h unting po litician simply intensifies whatever cry he
thinks is popular.
(e) Lastly comes the "saving.minor ity" of which Matthew Arnold speaks;
the class to which you and I and other
"highly evolved" citizens belong or
suppo·s e that we belong. We decide
that the welfare of the conquered countries themselves, and not the amount
we can make on the deal, ought to be
the guiding thought. But so low is
yet our communal morality that if the

right thing is to be done it must be
firsl ma de to appear that it is also-as
it ~urL"ly i~- th e most profitable thing.
Whatn:, r policy the American govc rnn1c11t may finally adopt, let us comfo rt ot1r,;l:i vcs with the thought that we
are at l..:;1 ,, t
JUST AS GOOD AS THE BEST OF EUROPE.
The Lic,;t uf European colony owne rs, Br itain and Holland, are in the
business for revenue only. They took
up "th l' white man's burden" because
t hey thought it paid in pounds and
cen ts; not because they wished to elevate their brown • bro ther.
Of all
sanctimonious hypocricy the howls of
France, Germany, and other European
nations ove r the rapaciousness of the
American is a little the most tiresome,
They know well e nough that if they
had been g iven half the chance, they
would have gobbled up everything in
sight aud sighed for more upon which to
practice ben'.!volent assimi lation England with haif an excuse, has gobbled
up Boer and Kaffir; France with no excuse, grabbed Madagascar. If we shall .
follow the most enlightened European
example, our plain course is to keep
everything we can make to stick to our
bayonets. But we are in duty bound
to be BETTER than Europe. God grant
that we may never stoop so low as to
" take up the white man's burden" in
th e European sense! What has Europe
given to the brown man? Yes, she has
given many a dusky nation a stable
government.
But at what price!
The white pedlar with opium, firewater and fire-arms, with greed and
cunning of a superior kind; and the
white soldier with lust and brutality-this has been the burden of the white
man which he has piously brought to
the brown man. In the wake of the
white man follows a horde of halfbreed bastards who faithfully reflect
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the depravity ot the white father and
the bestiality of th e dark mother. Indeed, who can blame the dusky man if
he is a bit taciturn and "sullen" when
he reflects on the style in which the
white man carries his burd e n? In t.he
light of these facts what ought to be the
AMERICAN POLICY?
The end to be attained is clear.
These peoples that have come un der
our care must be taug ht th e art of self-

J.

history and psychology.
"The only
way to resume is to resume."
Th e only way to learn to ride
a bicycle 1s to ride a bicycle.
The only way tn which a peopi e ca n be prepared to exercise
self-govern ment is to begin to let them
g-overn themsel ves.
No amount of
buggy- ri d ing will teac h a person how
t:.> rid e a bicycle . No quantity of benevolent or malevo lent d esp otism will

H . LEWIS, State Supe ri 1t: e n,.lc 1i t of Schools.

government. He who s ugges ts even ,
that there are human ra ces who ca n no t
be developed enough to govern the m
selves is a black tr aitor to the very essence of our government.
But t he
way in which to attain this goa l is not
quite so clear. Kipl ing a nd the Anglo maniac assert tha t the very best for
free self-government is an unlimi ted
period ot benevolent pa ternal de sp otism. But this is con trary to both

te ach

a people how to rule itself.

E f.'; ypt, J ndia. or Russia may today
Juve more efficient governments than

a11'y South American republic . Thieves
be caught quicke r in. these former
cou ntrie s .and riots be farther between.
But thi s exce llency is purchased at a
r uinous pr ice. The South American
rep ublic s are on the road of progress;
they are daily advanci ng in the art of
self-government, and a very few years
rnav
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from now will see them in the front
ranks of nations; but the czar's peoples
are chained to a dead past by the "effi•cient'' paternal government.
No, this much of our· duty is plain.
We must allow self-government from
the very start. We can not stoop to
less. This self-government may, however, very well be restricted. No harm
certainly can come from our forbidding the barbarian to serve roast missionary as a regular barbecue feature.
Nor would it be wicked of us to prevent the more cunning natives from
playing the despots over their less
fortunate brethren. But besides this
wholesome restraint, let the natives
govern themselves. At any rate,
DON'T LET U~ ATTEMPT TO ANGLOAMERICANIZE

A Fable.
['l' RAN SLA'l'ED

FROM

'l'HE

SPANISH

BY

A.

C.

BLAISDELL.]

The bear-with which a Pidmontese,
Made shift to earn his bread and cheese,
The half-learned dance, with much ado,
On his hind feet had shuffled through.
Them, turning- for expected praise,
To Mistress Ape he proudly says:
"How's that ?'" She. perfect in the art,
Declared 'twas bad in every part.
"Small compliment I get from you,"
Replied the bear, '·but tell me true,
Have I not quite a graceful air?
Has not my step a beauty rare?"
Stood l0oking o n . a portly swine,
And shouting "bravo!" ·'very fine!"
"~ever was better dancer seen,
On marble floor, or village gret:n."
On hearing this, straightway the bear
Reflects a while with greatest care;
Then, with most modest view and tone,
Thus makes his wise decision known:
"When Mistress Ape her judgment spoke,
A doubt within my bosom awoke;
But now the swine awards such meed,
My dancing must be poor indeed."

the Filipino, the Puerto Rican, and the
Cuban. For several reasons: First he
would make only a very indifferent
New Englander. We would scarce ly
be proud of him. Secondly, it would
really be monotonous to have the
world finally re foced to one dead level
of uniformity.
It is possible they
This motto let each writer heed,
speak some other language than En.And by him keep for time of need;
glish even in heaven. There are some
'Tis bad the wise man's praise to miss,
good things that are not American,
The fool's to gain is worse than this.
and we cannot afford to destroy a culLA WR ENCE HALL,
ture however immature, for we know
St. Clo ud.
not what rich posibilities are hidden in
The Patronymic Tribe and Folk.
it. But this we do know: that the most
despicable people under the sun is one
BY MARGARET MYERS.
who has lost its native culture and atIn the metronymic folk, descent 1s
tempted to adopt a civilization that
traced through the mother, while in
does not fit it and that is out of harmony with the genius of its mental the patronymic, the descent of the clan
1s traced through the father. It has
life.
loBg been a dis_puted question among
writers of sociology as to which form,
The school is busy practicing com- the metronymic or the patronymic,
menceme nt music. Some of the selec- was the original. Now it seems to be
tions are going to surpass anything conceded that in the plan 0£ social evolution, the latter system of society is
-ever given by the school.
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vastly superior, morally and s@cially, to
the former. The change from the
metronymic to the patronymic system
may take place in the horde if the people desire it; or, it may not take place
' until after the metronymic folk have
organized a confederation.

7

or late in the midc:ile period after the
l@mg-c0ntinued domestication of animals had resulted in the acquisition of
private property in large amounts by
individuals.
In primitive society there was very
little personal property except in
The different peoples of the world, weapons, clothing and trinkets. "Real
m changiAg from the horde-tribe, have estate was unknown. Land was simply
of a necessity passed through this occupied by the tribe." This being
change, that 1s, from the metronymic true, it seems almost needless to add
to the patronymic system, John Fergu- that social inequality was a thing unson McLennan proved from evidence known. In the old world, with the
collected chiefly from the Australian possessions of flocks and herds, we
and S(\)uth Sea Islanders,_ and , other have the earliest instance of extensive
non-Aryan tribes of Hindustan and "adverse possessions" on the part of
Thibet, that systems of kinship in individuals as against other individuals
which the father is ignored exist to- in the clan community. Now that perday; and he furthermore discovered sonal property came to be almost an
unmistakable and very significant traces institution of the individuals in the
ot the former existence of such a stat~ clan_s, it of course gave rise to the
of things among the Mongols, the keeping of servants. In many instances
Greeks, the Phoenecians and the an- slaves were held. Distinctions in rank
and wealth became known, and discient Hebrews.
tinct
lines between the wealthy class
In changing from one system to the
and
the
poor were recognized. The
other, "the first step in the transition
seems to be the practice of obtaining man who could boast of the largest
wives by capture." This custom would herd of cattle, who could make his
nece ssarily result in the union of the property most defensible against atwife aIDd the children to th e father's tack s of robbers-he it was who could
km, and if he chooses to keep them as have a separate housekold and mainThus it is supposed
his property until the maturity of the tam its sanctity.
that
in
this
way
"indissoluble
marri·children , then they take hi s name. We
age"
had
its
growth
to
.
what
it
is
now
may then say that the desire to have
.or to hold pers0nal property wrought recognized to be .
The outgrowth of this personal
a decided work in the change from the
metronymic to the patronymic system . wealth and the permanence of marital
Fiske says : "This change, as it Ol:- relations would, as a natural res ult,
curred among Aryan and Semetic peo- chaQge the reckoning of kinship from
ples, m arked one of th e most moment- the maternal to the paternal side or
ous revolutions in the history of man- line. The change from the metronymic
kind." The change probably occurred to the patronymic system was favored
early i~ the upper period of barbarism, by many, no doubt, as the prevalence
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of polygamy was fast getting a str@ng
footing "among those who were con sidered as the upper class," for now a
large tamily of children by different
mothers could be held together only
by tracmg the "kinship through the
father."
As the marnage by capture was beginning to pass mto disfavor, and also
as the value of women and children began to be recognized, marriage by purchase succeeded marriage by capture.
By this system the husband was givel'l
more contr0l over the wife, because
her kinsmen could not deny his right
to a · purchased wife. Religion now
enters, and so when a man obtains a
wife by purchase or capture, he may
adopt her into his clan, and she "takes
th e totem" of her husband and by this
act the children are in every sense "of
the kinship of the father."
We must not' fail to consider that
naturally the wandering and · isolated
life that the- herdsman leads, separate
him not only from his wife's kindred,
but also from his own, amd so the establishing of the father's authority over
his small community is further favored.
Now that parental authority was firmly
established came the worship of deities,
such as plants, animals and the spirits
of departed men. The tribe thought
some of these brought better luck to
them thari others, and in this way these
have been adopted into what is known
as ''tribal deities." As the male head
of the household is the supreme authority when living so he is regarded
when dead, and the surviving members
of his familj, think that his departed
spirit still protects them. This belief
grows until it becomes to them a religion,
This ancestor worship is still found in

China and Japan, also among some of
the desert tribes of Arabia. It was also
found among the Remans, but it disappeared with the triumph of Christianity. Among the Aryan tribe.s this
ancestral worship was according to one
writer, "a simple and beai1tiful piety."
Here the sacred fire burned on an
altar within the house, and was only
permitted to die out when tne entire
family had perished.
Now the family has become a "rehgious, proprietary family," :rnd the
leadership of the clan, together with
the chieftainship ot toe ' tribe, has _become hereditary. Then the tribe must
undergo changes of organization, because as the generations go on, kinship weakens and "the bond of personal allegiance is strengthened." The
chieftain who is m@st successful, obtains from his admirers or followers
almost all of the plunder taken by conquest; thus he is enabled to bribe others
who ar-e willing to enter h-is service.
This gives rise to a barbaric feudalism.
This tribe divides and a sort of rivalry
is set up between its members.
ln that ancient law, the Brehon Law
of Ireland, it is prescribed that the
head of the tribe shall be "the most
wealthy, the most powerful to 0ppose,
the most steadfast to sue for profits,
and to be sued for losses." This law
further shows that the road to power
is through wealth. Thus the wealthy
freeman who is striving to become a
chief is called a" bo-aire" or cow-nobleman, because cattle constitute the bu1k
\
of his wealth. These cow-noblemen
are the higher officers of a tribe chief,
and are handsomly compensated for
any service they may render.

THE NORMALIA.

For the purpose of c0mmon defense
the patronymic tribes of the same racial stock unite in military confederations. When this is done, there has
been formed an organized folk which
may develop into a civil state. Thus
we may trace the tribes of Egypt,
Greece, Germany, Saxony and other
countries, until we find them developed
into states.
School Discipline.
BY EMMA C. HEFFNER.

This most vexing question is one
which proves the Scylla or Charybdis
of many teachers. It has two sides,
and so often a teacher rushes from one
to the other, only to be wrecked m
the end.
A child begins :,.s an individual; he
is selfish. He must ' learn to look out
for numher one, but he must see it in
the light of the race-present, past and
future. Other animals are conditioned
by time. Man has memory and hope.
In. order to get pupils into right paths,
the teachers must have authority and
the pupil must give obedience.
School discipline must be considered
from the teacher's· stan dpoint and it
must also most necessarily be considered from the standpoint of the child.
Let us consider the teacher first. It
is a very common saying in pedagogical circles that if things are going
wrong in a school-room there is something wrong with the teacher. This
is very apt to be the case in more ways
than one.
A teacher may have some chronic
ailment which renders h er entirely unfit to uNdertake the government of
children. She should seek elsewhere

9

for means of livelihood. The task of
developing character in children 1s
such that only those in the best of
physical conditions should try it.
All mortals, however nearly perfect
in physical life, are more or less subject to temporary ill health. If the
teacher has not sufficient strength to
put this aside, she will inflict it upon
the innocent children in peevishness, injustice and general crankmess. Pupils
soon feel this and are not slow to act
accordingly.
Any teacher who brings this condition of affairs about by undue, excitement in the evening after a hard day's
labor in the school room, deserves but
little sympathy. When one sets out
to be a teacher-a true teacher should
be in mind. Such a teacher, al ways
says "duty-my school-first," at least
during the working days of the week.
Ot course everyone knows that all
work and no play makes· Jack a dull
boy . Still this playtime must not interfere with our work or we will find
teachin g uphill work.
The second point to be considered in
regard to the teacher, is her ability to
plan the work of the school room in
such a manner that the interest becomes so intense that the bulk of what
is usually understood as discipline is
d'one away with. The pupils must
learn to govern themselves, and this
can never occur if punishment makes
them work.
The third, and probably the most
important, is that the teacher must understand not only the relations of the
pupils to the race, but the individual
must be studied and knGwn also. •
Teachers sometimes make require-
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ments which will in general fit their
sch0ols: but there are always individuals who require especial tr_eatment.
Each teacher must endeavor tt> read
this problem. aright becaus~ upon it depends, in a large measure, her success
as a disciplinarian.
At whatever age children come to
school, it will be found that there are
always some who will not accept a
teacher's plan gratefully and spontaneously. Tl_1is may usually be accounted
for in one of two ways. Either the
teacher's plan is wrong and the child
instinctively refuses as above, or the
child is wrong somewhere. This latter
is quite ap t to be the case when individuals must oe considered.
One reason for the lack of interest
which a pupil shows may be a real
meanness of disposition. Children, as
a class, are sweet and lovable, but occasionally there is one whose moral
nature is so depraved that he is really
and habitually mean. Happily, for us
teachers, these cases are rather rare.
When a child comes to school, he
has certain well-established habits-or
in other words, certain conditions of
nerve cells. His tendencies may be to
the right, in which case discipline will
not need to be consiclered to any great
extent; or they may be to the wrong,
which will prove detrimental to him.

If a child's sense organs are diseased
and it he has the least inclination to
malice, it will now appear. The teacher
tells a story which is so attractive to
the majority of the class, but John can't
hear so he can't appreciate it. Or the
teacher presents some beautiful pieture-Harry is near-sighted and does
not see it. Or he may not be able to

see the blackboard and assigned work
upon 1t. He does the best he can and
the teacher reprimands him seven~ly
for luis mistak es.
This cannot occur
many times before the pupil begins t0
feel resentful.
He must always be interested in something, and as long as it
cannot be what the teacher thinks it
should, it will be something else which
appeals to the child.
He 1s m mischief.
The true teacher would very soon
have discovered these deformities, and
might have saved herself much annoyance. These deaf and partially blind
children are usually very sensitive, and
will often take back seats simply because they don't want others 10 know
of their defects. A teacher should test
her pupils for these very things as
soon as she takes control of · the children, and seek to n:medy all sense defects promptly by proper seating and
talks with parents as to medical assistance if it be deemed necessary.
We must endeavor to make the
child's environment such as will attract
him t(l)ward good thoughts; but if _his
senses are defective he simply can't go
with us and must do as nature directs.
A ' child in either chronic or temporary 111 health must be allowed for. It
is not easy to get along with such a
child.
A very intimate connection exists
between the stomach and the head.
Our frequent headaches are us~ally
due to stomach trouble of some sort.
A child who has for noon-day lunch
dutch cheese, sauerkraut, three or four
rich, greasy doughnuts and black coffee
will naturally not be in the best of
humor during the afternoon. Nature
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·reb~ls at such treatment, as is right she
should. It is really crimrnal for parents
to send such lune.hes with growing
·children, and yet that is a common
lunch of a child here in St. Cloud. A
diet of fried potatoes, rye bread and
black coffee, three times a day and
-seven days in a week will most surely
wreck a child's system.
The energy
which is necessa ry to digest this sort of
food is so great that it robs the brain
·of some of its power. The stomach is
overworked and finally gives out. The
individual has dyspepsia and cannot
imagii;ie how it originated. This question of food is such a vital one that it
really seems crimin,il to me for women
to undertake providing food for a family without some knowledge of the
la ws of health,
"Variety is th e spice
of life," and this is nowhere more tr ue
than in the question of food.
Our brains are nourished by the
blood, which in turn ge!ts this nourishment from the food dige sted in the
alimentary canal. That this food question is really important will readily be
granted when it is known that more
;bl@od goes to the brain in proportion
to its size th an to any other organ in
the body. If the food is p@or, nourishment obtained by the brain is poor
and though:t is a matter of difficulty.
A teacher may be quite a missionary
in this line it tactful.
Many mothers
would gratefully accept any suggestions in this line if given in th€ right
spirit.
The question of when work shall be
presented comes next. We older people know that when we are fatigued
we cannot work to any great advantage. Now it seems to me that a child
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may become fatigued quite as easily as
you or I.
Fatigue does not mean
merely a brC!aking down of cells, but a
choking up. When cells are used up
as must occur· in all activity, mental or
physical, the same thing occurs as
when wood is burned - a certain
amout of energy is freed and ashes is
left. Now in a cell in the body, if these
ashes are not removed, 11 choking up
occurs as in any stove.
The cells are
no lenger able to obtain nutrition.
Some remains are actually poisonous,
and if the blood cannot get at them to
remove them, the system becomes
clogged and the result is very serious.
If a sudden act takes place, a greater
supply of blood must be sent to that
spot, consequently the streams of blood
must be larger. A sudden change of
activity ii n_ot the best.
It should be
gradual, with intervals of rest between.
Then the system has a chance of becoming accommodated to the new
order of things.
If the teacher arouses too great and
sudde n an interest in a subject, the pupil will very easily become fatigued, and
must have rest before he can work
again. The question of fatigue should
be well considered by every teacher.
It a teacher is herself in g ood condition to teach and understands her
pupils well, the question of punishment
will be of minor consequence. But
under the best of conditions there is
usually some form of discipline necessary. The great question is· what form
it shall take. Shall it be direction,
reproof or punishment?' Which is to
be applied must be determined by the
course of wrnng-doing.
The purpose of punishment is what ·
determines its direction.
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When man was an animal, contraries
aroused his anger. He felt that he
"must kill" the obstacles to his desires.
This anger gave rise to vengeance.
He sought not only to kill the object
itself, but whatever belonged to it. In
this way whole tribes were slaughtered.
This was right and ~ven necessary as
long as man was an animal. Civilized
people have no vengeance. Vengeance
should by no means evei; enter into
the school-roGm.
Later on a different motive is found
to be lying back of 1he action. This
was ,retaliation. The law gives the
right here-there is no spirit of revenge. The old bible saying "an eye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth"
shows this spirit of retaliation. This
idea arose when the tribes were emerging from the savage to the barbarian.
We are not barbarians, so retaliation
should not occur in thE: school room.
Not that it never d@es. It can be seen
in such rules as, if you are late five
minutes you must stay fifteen minutes
after school.
Still later another idea arose. It
was a feeling that those who were contrary to the rules of s~ciety should be
shut up or even killed, thus rem oving
the malefactor from society. He becomes an object G>f execration to society and others are hindred from
walking in his paths. These principles
form the basis of the criminal laws of
people just rising into civilization.
But to a civilized people something
different comes-a spirit which wishes
to reform the offender and start him in
new paths.
He will then become
capable of supporting himself; but not
only that, he becomes interested in
doing so.

If a child always accept as right:
whichever form of punishment you,
deem as right, witho¥t a prntest, he
may become a weakling.
On the 0ther hand, if he gets int0,
the habit of protesting, it will grow as.
he grows. He may perhaps obey because he must, but will vi0late the law
if he gets a chance. This class of people becomes hoodlums-Spanish insurgents.
Young children, primitive people,,
and sp01led people, should be required
to obey unhesitat:ngly, and without
protest, those who are in authority. It
is their only $alvation. Spoiled children are not those who have been required to obey instantly and cheerfully
those who have a right to ask such
obedience. These principles hold only
whe'n the child is in the animal stage
corresponding to the early stages ofculture.
But this is not all. They should at
the same tim_e 1>e encouraged in selfdirection; but in acc(j)rd with the laws
of the whole universe.
Mr. Rosencrans says that corporal
punishment of some kind is wise for
young children; some kind of isolation,
for older boys and girls, and punishment based on honor for young men
and women. In general this conforms
with the race development, and pupils
at the corresponding ages will usually
accept such punishments as right and
proper.
However, it s.eems to me that few
definite rules can be given in the matter of punishment.
Twenty-five years ago anyone would
have said unhesitatingly: "Spare the
rod and spoil the child." But now a
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-different code holds. The mere use of trancing interest and charming dignity
lhe term "social ethics in the school .it had never before been the good forroom" would give an idea as to how tune of opera goers to witness. All
who heard her were moved; more,
this matter is viewed at present.
they
were enraptured.
Everyone,
Even now some teachers can only
from the most insignificant newsboy
·govern a room full of children by cor@n the street to the queen on her throne,
·poral punishment and a rigid system Qf
were eager to catch a glimpse of the
rules. But they do govern and have a "Northern Nightingale," as they
very successful school; while others styled her.
never use the rod and do very littl@ Queen Victoria, Mendelssohn, Hans
punishing and have just as successful Anderson and hundreds of well known
-a school.
personages were "smitten with the
The tendency of the age is towards Lind fever."
Paris would gladly have paid five
l he latter method. It seems to me by
thousand francs to have heard that
far the better when possible.
1£ a teacher makes use of the above sweet voice, but she importuned in vain
ideas and her own good common sense, and finally gave up in despair when
Vaucorbeil received the following anx~he will surely know what to· do in
iously awaited message:
each individual case of wrong doing,
BERLIN, May 12, 1849.
for each will be different; and through Monsieur Vaucorbeil,
it all she may retain her self-respect
Paris:
and enjoy the esteem a~d good will of
It is useless to ask me ; I shall never
her pupils.
sing in your city again.
Yours truly
An Episode in a Singer's Life.

•

JENNY LIND.

[CONCLUDED.]

Vaucorbeil showed Mademoiselle to
~
the entrance. He felt h er power and
PERSONALS & LOCALSJ
tried weakly to apologize, but she
turned to him and fixing her steadfast ~!,._.._.._. .,._,IAAt'MiMMMmffl'm»Jwm.JW!MWim/
gaze upon him said firmly . "Monsieur,
Oh! call off that bet.
Vaucorbeil , I can sing and I know it.
Peek-a-boo.
One day Paris shall know it."
Jenny Lind studied a year longer
Oh! I forgot my hat.
in Paris and then w_ent out and conNormal tablets at At~ood's.
-quered 'the world.
"That's what Compayre says."
Seven years from the night on which
Jenny Lind appeared before the spoiled
The triplets were quarantined.
capital of France, she ruled supreme,
in the world of music, a veritable queen . Go to M. L. Hul'ls for millinery.
Miss M-wears a new ring. (Old!)
-o f song, and well she deserved her
fame.
"Who's the small little gentleman?"
Scandinavia,
England, Germany,
Mr. Penny visited school some time
America, worshipped at her feet. Such
ago.
_grand art, such simple nature, such en-

I
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Normal tablets at Atwood's.

Voice from Class-The effect of environment
upon the young is wonderS0me of the '99ers have their "wood
ful.
chucks" treed at this early date.
Get one of those new St. C. N. S. • From now on the Normal will not
flag pins, enameled in red and black, be closed until 6 :30 p. m. This is to,
favor the boys practicing for Field
at Clark Bros.', only 10c.
Mr. Leonard visited his danghter at Day.
the Normal last week.

Tr.-What is a bottle?
Pupil-A bottle is a h@le with glass.
Child Study Tr.-"Tell what you
around
it.
can about the clock."
Prof. W. H. McCracken was cheered:
Ask Messrs. P. and S. about their
rehearsals.
to the echo last Wednesday morning·
as he entered the Assem. hall. TheThe boys are practicing for Field
cause of it was a close shave .
., Day.
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
B@ys in front seats: This is close
Call and see our hats and get prices.
enough up here.
M. L. Hull.
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
The Juniors are out with their "corn•
Prof. McA.-Keep closer together.
and hay"-now look out for the cow.
Do not leave open spaces in the files.
Lawrence Hall has been "measly'"
The latest in walking hats and sailof
late.
ors at Mary Kron's.
"I'm going home."

"To be or not to 13e," that's thequestion.

Little bey from Lawrence Hall-"It
Messrs. Welles and McConnel, two
has wheels just the same as we havebook
men, w@re at the Normal during
that is brains."
the association meet.
Prof.-Is it spring fever that ails the
"My dream of that place is up-too,
class? Guess I'll have to apply some
good
to be true."
~pring medicine.
Prof. B. B. James is now at home
Prof.-If Rousseau had known
on
1st avenue 5th street.
what a "flee bitten" race the Indians
Prof. M. D. A very has pm chased a
are he would probably have formed a
new
home on 3d avenue south and is
new conception of the ideal man.
at home there at present.
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
The science classes are beginning
"Its a very pretty name." Mr. Stheir spring excursions for flowers, bugs blushing profusely.
and minerals. The physiography class
Miss Abbot visited her brothers of
has made several valuable excursions the Norm~tl on April 10th and 11th.
during the month.
J. A. Mattson spent his vacation with.
"Must partners in tennis games have Ed. Gans at his home .
. the same kind 0£ hats?"
Normal tablets at Atwood's:
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Many of the Normal boys visited the
Don't forget that M. L. Hull can
reformatory and High sdrnol dunng please you in millinery.
vacation.
Miss Cora Maybury was given a
pleasant
birthday surprise party by her
Miss Grace E. Mahan got tired of
Senior
friends
on Monday evening,
St. Clcrnd and decided to finish her vaApril
3d.
A
pleasant
time and elecation at home-Queer?
gant refreshments are reported by
Mr. J0hn Raym ond has left schc,ol those present.
to go to work in the city.
Iver Bakken of the Junior class
W. T. Sture has again made ar- spent a couple of weeks at the N0rmal
r.a ngements to represent School Edu- during the last month, but has again
cation during the summer. He has left for another field of labor.
not yet decided upon his territory.

The Max Bendix concert was a rare
treat
to the Normal people. ' It is too
M. L Hull carries all the latest
bad
that
the peo ple of our city do not
things in millinery.
patronize such entertainments more
E. N. Hamilton has been confined to than they do.
his room on 3d avenue for several days
"Engaging" rumors float around, but
·on account of illness.
we suppose they refer to schools we
Miss Mary Glidden is absent from are to have next fall.
school on account of illness, bu t
It will probably not surprise our
thanks to our brilliant Seniors, her
readers to hear that on Tuesday,"
Latin classes are well cared for.
March 28th, at the bride's home in
The· faculty ought to appoint som e Perham, Minn., occurred the wedding
one of their number as monitor to re -. cf Mr. J. Kendall Clark to Miss Florport absence as the attendance on the
ence Ehrlich, both members of the
rostrum has been irregular of late.
class of '98. Mr. and Mrs. Clark are
Prof. W. A. Shoemaker went to St. at home in Montrose, Minn., where
Paul Tuesday, April 8th.
Mr. Clark is principal of the village
Miss Annie Lamming a short ti me schools . We join the friends of the
ago received a beautiful camera from happy couple in extending congratuher brother, who is out west.
lation s.
Last term's standings are out now
Two little boys in Minneapolis at 8
and the spirits of the students rise _and a. m.-"Where is the public library!'"
fall accordingly.
Occasional "Ges"
At 3 p . m.-"Thank goodness we're
(G's) are heard.
here at last."
·
On April 3d occurred the marriage
The boys are taking their physical
of Nels J. Oredson of '98 to Miss Lilga
culture exercises out of doors. They
Wicks of Kensington, at Alexandria, will begin to trafo for the coming field
Miim. Miss Wicks was formerly a day. We have some very good mastudent of the Normal. Mr. and Mrs. terial this year an€! there is no reason
Oredson will be at home at Erskme, why the Normal should not make a
.Minn. We extend congratulations.
first class showing.
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Before ordering your spring and
Miss Blanche Martin of Little Falls
summer
suits call on J. Nielson, Puff
returned to the Normal the last of
block.
Suits
. or overcoats to measure
March to finish with the class of '99.
$8.oo and up. Pants $2.50 and up.
Walter Johnson of Little Falls spent
Now Clark Bros. can be found m
Sunday in the city.
their new store, 5 I 5 St. Germain St.
Miss Nettie Carley was the guest of
The Senior class decided not toMiss Mahan Saturday last.
plant any tree on Arbor Day. It was.
The Lawrence Hall girls are proud suggested to raise a granite monument
of their christening gift. Their only with the motto "Keep off the Grass,"'
regret is that it's "look, not 1aste."
but no action was taken .
Misses Cook, Martin, vVard and
We are glad to be able to inform our
Mahan entertained a few of their readers that Pres. Kleeberger is greatly
friends at Lawrence Hall Wednesday imprnved, and may possibly be back
evening during vacation.
at St. Cloud before another month has
Mrs. Woodward and the young ladies passed.
of Lawrence Hall entertained the ladies
Tr.-How do you know that Geo.
of the faculty at tea Saturday evening, Washington lived?
March 25, in honor of Miss Lawrence.
Little Boy-Because he never told a
lie.
The Tick girls have added another
to their membership.

Miss H :'._ is getting to think that
she's
about six years old-from the as•
take
sociations that she mak es.

Miss M-t-n, why don't you
some one your size?
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
Have you seen the '99ers' new class
pins?
The latest is an historical study of
Miss Andrews of the faculty spent the front steps. Evidently some of the
her Easter vacation at Duluth .
history students have an apperceptive
The child study class have been car- mass, but the method students fail to
rying on some interesting experiments see any method connected with the
and some valuable papers may be "steps" although they may be logical
enough.
looked for later on.
John Coates' new bus has arrive'd and
T . B. McKelvy, an old timer of the
it
is a beauty and he has had his other
St. Cloud Normal, represented the
buses
thoroughly painted and newly
Sch. Ed. Co. at the meeting of the
upholstered,
and he has the best bus
Northern Minn. Ed. association.
line in the state outside of the Twin
"Where am I at?"--"Two miles this cities. He has also painted and otherside of Sauk town."-"Thanks."
wise overhaule::l all of his livery rigs,
Normal tablets at Atwood's.
putting in several new horses and rigs,
"Now, boys, its midnight and we'll and is better prepared than ever to
have to bid you good morning"-and give first class service. Remember
still the girls persisted in singing he runs the only first class bus line
making all trains. Special rates to stu"Good Night Laddies." Evidently the dents. Leave your orders for livery
boys in, question were strangers to the or bus and baggage with John Coates.
'bell."
Telephon e call 17.
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Miss Grace E. Mahan, '99, has been
elected
to teach in the 3d and 4th
Miss H.- --Who's ~ot "The Boy I
grades
at
Annandale.
Used to Know?"
Mr. S.-Did you ask for the boy you
The class rings and pins of the class
used to know?
of '99 have arrived and now there is at
E. J. Ryan, a former student of the least one way in which you can know
Normal, visited the school last month. the '99's.
Did you see the latest bow?

A very pleasant reception was giv.en
by the N@rmal Literary society on Sat·
l\lrday evening, March 18th. The pro.gram consisted of selections from Tennyson. The so lo, "The Brook," sungby Mrs. Woodward, was fine and great·
ly appreciated by the audience, After
the program a further social time tol,l owed, and teachers and students al ike
-seemed to forget the routine of life and
for a short while at least enjoyed themselves.
Blessed is the lazy man for his talent
;in creases without work.
G. W. West has entered th e Norm al
and is taking up the C work.
One of our sick boy.s went to see the
doctor and got some medicine labeled:
·"For chronic alcoholism." Now he is
looking to"r the bearer of information.
A. E. Anderson of the B class has
left the Norm al to accept a 3 month's
term of school in hi s home county.
The jury system is fhe g reat sa fe·guard of American · liberty- -so said the
-debaters, and th ey demonstrated it
on April 28th.
W. J. Marquis, '98, has been re-elected to the principalship of the Sauk
Rapids schools with a salary of $90 per
month. Prin. Marquis' work at Sauk
Rapids has been above criticism. The
NoRMALIA extends its hearty congratulations on his success.

Mr. P.-Let us have something out
of the ordinary. Let us plant a stone.
Miss K.-If it is out ot the ordinary
is the stone going to grow?
Paul Leonard Ashley the, enterprising business manager of the NoRMALIA,
will ride a new Cresent this year.
Please keep away from the crossings.
Messrs. Sture and Hamilton, two of
the debaters of the Normal team, went
t_o Minneapolis during the Easter vacation to study up for the debate which
was held here April 28th.
He-These nights are just made to
order.
She-Yes, it seems that everybody
h as sen t in the same order.
The physiography class has pitched
its tents in the region below the dam.
They intend to survey that portion of
the country. To some the lay of the
land is very familiar.
It is rumored that the St. Paul Central High schoul track team will compete tor honors with the Normal track
t eam.
Miss Myrtle Skinner spent a few
days of the vacation with her friends
in Little Falls.
Ed Gans will ride a '99 model Columbia this season.
That new watch-and what is in it?
Miss Myrtle Skinner, '99, has been
elected to teach in the primary at Annandale.

The third Triumvirate, who are they?
Miss Bessie Tomlinson, '99, has been
Spring has come. If you don't be-elected to a position at $40 per month
lieve
it, look at Bobolincus.
-at Park Rapids.
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We have a great many excellent exchanges for the month of March and
we hope the students will look them
over and become acquainted with the
school from which each comes.
The Macalester basket ball team sutfered a defeat at Duluth March 3.
Score: Duluth 12, Macalester 9. They
say it was because th e room was small,
poorly lighted and instead of a basket
ball they played with something, which
resembled a foot ball.
There are meters of a ccent,
There are meters of t one,
But the best of all meters.
Is t o meet her alone.

-Ex.

On March 11 the team went to St.
Cloud and defeated the team from the
Normal there by a score of 12 to 4.
After the game the team was royally
entertained by the ladies of Lawrence
hall, whom they will long remember.Macalester Monthly.

"It is al ways best to keep cool," said
the snow. '
"I catch your drift, " promptly replied the _pavement.- Ex.
Mrs. Suddenrich-"What awful nice
spoons them are!"
Dealer -"Yes, madam; they are our
very latest designs."
Mrs. S-"Are they to eat fruit with?"
Dealer-"They are souvenir spoons,
madam."
Mrs. S.--"Gimme a dozen. Our new
French cook makes elegant souvenir."

GRADUATING
CLASS . . .
...... o f ..... .

1899.

A Hamline Junior proves that he fs
not in love by the following demonstration: "If I were I should know even.
less than I now do. But since ' I can
know no less than I do, therefore I am
not in love. Q. E. D."
Teacher in Mathematics-Mr . . Mc.
did you get the last problem?
Mr. Mc.-Yes, sir, I got it all but
the answer.-Ex.
One of our exchanges made the remark that their course of study was two_
years longer than any other Normal.,
W e looked among the "ad" columns to
find how many years study are required
to complete the advanced course but
found the exchang e did not advertise
its own institution. This is true of a
great many of our exchanges and we
suggest they insert a small ad so we
may know what their requirements are.
"What is the first duty of a soldier?"
asked the young lady of the returned
soldier, with an inviting pucker. :.
· He took the hint. There was a report at lieadquarters.- Ex.
This is only a sugg estion inasmuch
as our soldier boys will soon be returning home.
There w a s a young man called Tate
Who dined with his girl at 8 :08
But I ca nnot rela te
Wha t tha t fellow called T a te
And his tete-a-tete ate at 8 :08.

Bishop Watterson of Nebraska, was.
once mistaken for a traveling salesman
by a drumm er who met him in a railroad car. The Omaha Chronicle tells
the story :
"Do you re present a big house ?"asked the drummer of the bishop.

Do not waite till the last minute, but
order your suits early. I will be pleased
to have students call and look over my
stock and get prices,

The Tailo11

10 6th Ave. South.
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"Biggest on earth,"replied the bishop.
"What's the name of the firm?" quer'ied the drummer.
"Lord and Church," replied the imperturbable bishop.
" Hum! 'Lord and Church.' Never
:heard of it. Got branch houses anywhere?"
"Branch houses all over th e world."
"Th at •s queer. N ever h ear d of 'em.
-Is it boots and shoes?"
"No."
"Hats and caps?"
"Not that, either."
"Oh! dry goods, I suppose?"
"Well," said t he bishop, "some call it
notions."
The hand that rocks the cradle
May rule the world, but still,
The hand that keeps things going
l s the h a nd that pays the bill .

W. C. Campbell, and E. N. Hamilton.
The order of <lebate was reversed tor
rebuttal speeches and Mr. Sture
summed up points for the Normal and
the debate closed by Campbell of Duluth. The judges returned a unanimous verdict fo r St. Cloud. More of
debate will be heard of in the next issue of the N oRMALIA.
When you want a first-class box Qf
candy and put up in nice shape, Call
at W. C. Jones, the candy-man 506,
St. Gerrnam Street.

.R.11 Tea.ehetrs a.nd Stadents
can save from 10 to 20 per cent . by buying footwear ·at the le1tding shoestoreof

EDELBROCK BROS.
They carry all Widths and Styles.
t 'ti'lllllNf f l i ' l l l l r . ~ ~

The Duluth -St. Cloud de_bate cam~
' -vff April 28th at the Assembly Hall of
The
the St. Cloud N ormal.
Th~ question
... ... ...... By the ........... .
vas :-Resolved, tha t the jury system
eud be abolished. The Nor mal took
the negative, Du lu th the affirma tiv t'.
Senator Brower was appointer! m oder- . H ave a
f LADIES' HAl'Sf Call and
fine line of ~ -- - -- ~ see them.
ator. The judges · were Hon. Chas . ~
Special Reductions to Studer.ts.
- H. Lewis, Duluth, Geo·. H. Reynold s fg
St. Cloud, and J. H. Rhodes, Littl e i 508 St. Germain St
Falls.
The debate was opened by ~mmmmNMWNWNMmm-M
the Duluthians, J. C. Skuse being the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - first speaker.
He was followed by
of--rCEC\
=-:-~
Emma C. Heffner of the Normal, then
BOOTS.,
followed Byron Howard, W. T. Sture,
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STAR MILLINERY

Thoreson Sisters

When in Need

m

U
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Invites you to her
opening· of Special Millinery. All the new designs in head wear will
b~ shown atthat time. Special rates to stud·cnts.
T ._
• .LI•

S:S:OES and.
EUEEEES.,

M:.L.Hull.

St. Gei<tnain St.

Do not forget to call on

• •

J. W. WOLTER, ..

the Cheapest Shoe man in the city.
Next to Fandel's Dry Goods Store.

:Ellso a great line of U:ennts Sboes.

THE NORMALIA.

Graduating Dresses
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At~---

Frank Fandel' s
602 St. Cermain St. :-: Corner 6th Ave. South.
You can find the most elegant line of all the latest materials and trimmings equal to any large city stock. . .

Lonsdowns, Persian Mulls,
India, Linon, White Cashmere,
Henriettta, Brilliantine,
Albatross, Silk Figured
Albatross, Crepon Organdy,
Plain and Dotted Swisses,
White Piquee and an end less
line of V alo:mciennes Laces,
Silk Laces, Ribbons, etc.
You can select to your
own satisfaction and
all goods sold at lowest p,;ices.

The most complete stock of
Corsets, Muslin Underwear,
Summer Underwear.: and
the finest stock of Hose
in plain and fancies ever
before shown in St. Cloud.
We have just purchased 50
Tailor Made Suits at about
half the regular wholesale
prices, also including a lot of
elegant Dress ~kirts. On all
these we give our customers
the benefit.

The Largest Stock, t he Lowest Prices, com~,. bined with very fine qualityyou fin.d all times

At

FRANK FAN DEL'S 1

602 9 ="-=.
L:AA=

i
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-

St. Cermain St.

~
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WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD
BUT UPON
PAYMENT OP ONLY

The New Werner Edition

ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
A SUPERB LIBRARY OF
30 MASSIVE VOLUMES
So complete that it covers the entire range of human. knowledge.

The entire set with Guide
and case d~livered
upon payment of only
• .

$1 QQ

Balance payable in small monthly payments.
Workmanship and mat~rial the best known to the book-making art.
The product of the largest and best equipped book factory in America.
The BRIT ANNI CA is the acknowledged standard of all Encyclopedias, and
the NE
ERNER is the best edition

of the Britannica.
Do not put your money in old editions
or poorly made books because they are
cheaper. The BEST is the CHEAPEST.
Consider the advantage of a family
who has this work over one which has
aot.

If you cannot send your children to
the University, bring the University to
them.
This edition has never been sold for
less than $64.50. For a short time only
J40. 50 cash, or f45.oo on monthly 'payments.
ORDER NOW, and take advantage
of this rare opportunity to secure this un•
rivalled fund of universal knowledge.

E..W.ATWOOD'5 CO.
Call and examine the work at our store.

§pll?ei~I ~itt~!l'llf!i@ll'll f!@
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J. G. BOEJ ffl, ~-

D.

519 St. Germain Street.
Office hours:

Sponges, Perfumes,
Hair Brushes,
Tooth Brushes and Full
Line Druggist sundries
o
,&
~~~ ~t. Gieirml!l.ia, ~toe

11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. , 2 to 4 in the
afternoon, 7 to 8 evening.

at:

~f!o @!@IUJdo

BO\VINC BROS.'
yuu cfln

,,lw ►1y<.1

P'l?OrnnPDt

fi nd a. fifle
d ................. .

FRE.:;H RREAD ,1·00K1E~. PI 1'KLE~OLIVES
an d eVl l'_\~t ~i~ ;~ t h,.,tJ ~'•l" d ,'l'ith r, "dp .'t!Orl ."
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WALIEUUDC~ & LOUDON,

VESTIBULED TRAINS-DINING CA11S

PROPP..I BTORS OF

-:-BATlBER SHOP -.And B ath Rooms,
Under Grand Central Hotel.

TIME CARD-ST. CL.OUD.
PullmanFirst-Class andTourist Sleeping Cars

WirLadies' Hai1cu tting and Shampooing

TIME CARD
~F-

TRAINS.
ST. C LOUD.

Merchants :-: National :-: Bank
OF ST. CLOUD, MINN.

$1.so,000.

CAPITAL ,

Banking in all its Branches.
-:interest paid upon Time Deposits.
In Our !!Snvings Depar-trn.en-t.
Deposits received in sums of$1.00 and upwards. Interest
.allowed upon sums of $5.00 and upwards.
C. M. HERTIG,
W . E. LEE,
President.
Vice-President.
.A.. BAfn~0vice-Presldent.
O. H. HA V6~!tiier.

v:m0,TIBULED TR.A.INS--D1NlN0

UA.RS

WEST BOUND.

No.
No.
No.
No.

l,
8,
5,
7,

Puget Sound Llmitcd ......... 11:20 a,m.
Oregon Limited .................. 1:J 2 a.m.
Fargo Local. .................... 10:55 a.m.
Winnipeg Express .............. 11:00 p .m.

No.
No.
No.
No.

2,
4,
6,
8,

Twin City Mail.. ......... ...... 10:55
Twin City Express ....... .. ..... 4:40
St.Paul and ~fpls.Local.. .... 2.85
St.Paul and Mpls Express .. 4:08

EAST BOUND,

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
a.m.

Pullman First- f lass and 'l'ourist Sleeping Car~
E. Wolfsberi,:,Agent,
St. Cloud, Minn.

I Chas.St.S.Fee,G.P.A.
Paul, Minn .

- -- - --- - - - - - - - --

IF YOU WISH TO
MEET WITH GOOD MEAT
GO TO ...

Kraemer's Meat Market
WHERE THEY . .

METE IT OUT DAILY.

. . Take your laundry to ...

ST. CLOUD STEAM LAUNDRY.
liinen Wotrk a Speeialt:y.
~pecialratestostudents. Cor5thaveandlstst.

_..Kansas City Beef a Specialty.

BemotJed to 1.8 Fifth Ave. South; !!iillP9:: 12At 12%; ,eer, 1ft •2%; t'ilAlida

Progressive, Pushing People

demand up-to-date railroad train service. Two fast trains leave Minneapolis and St. Paul daily via Wisconsin
Central lines for Milwaukee, Chicago
and eastern and southern points, elegantly equipped with sleeping, dining,.
cafe and parlor cars. Ask your nearest ticket agent for furth er information.
]As. C. PoNn, Gen'! Pass. Agt.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

If you want the

Latest News Read ..,. THE
SAINT
CLOUD
■
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DAILY
and ..
WEEKLY.
Be.st and finest equipped
~
,JOB OFFICE
In the Northwest.

l.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.tY.t~

FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
ST. CLOUD, M"INN.

CAFIT AL,

$100, 000

All Business Connected with Genera l Banking w ill Receive Prompt Attention .
DIRECTORS .
OFFICERS.
H . P. B ell, L . W . Colline , J . G. SMITH, Presid ent.
E .B. Smith W . B . :Mitch- L. W . C OLLINI, Vic8-PN8.
ell, J o hn Coo per, L. E d . SMITH , Cashier.
Clar k, J o hn Zapp , John
Benoen, J . G. Smith.

SWEETEN YOUR LIFE,
a nd make your little ones
happy by buying

FIN.E FRESH CAN.DI ES, *
* AN.D CHOICE FRUITS,
All kinds of

~

Tobaccos and Cigars -AT-

FUFF EROS ...
No. 101 St. Ger main St.

PA.LA.CE
PA.LA.CE
SLEEPING
DINING
A.ND
CABS,
ME.A.LS
F.AM.:J.LY
SEBYED
TOURIST
.A L.A. C.A.B'I'BCA.BS.

Throu"h service bet w een St. P a ul, Minneapolis.
Helena , Butte, Spokan e, Seattle and Portland.
Connections , at w est ern t erminal !or Kootenal
co untry, Oregon a nd California points, Alaska,
J a pan a nd China. Co nnect ions a t T w in Cities lorpointe eaet a nd south .

Passenger Trains leave as follows:
GOING WEST.

G OING EAST.

*No. 1 11:20 a.m.
*No. 2 2 :30 p.m .
tNo . 3 11:10 a.m.
tNo. ¼ 1 1:50 a.m .
*No. II !or
No. 6 arrives fr om
Willmar 11:30 a .m.
W illmar 1 0 :55 a .m .
tNo. 7 11:25 p.m .
tNo. 8 4:50 a..m.
*No. 1 28 , for San dstone 7: 00 a.m.
Noe. 3, 4 , 7 and 8 r un via Clearwater .
All trains arrive at and depart fro m new
d epot.
*Dafly except Sunday.
tDally.

The Road That Made
The Northwest Famous.
Remember Your Friends!

H. R. NEIDE, Agent,
ST. CLOUD, MINN .

